Abstract. The hardware modules of the balcony farm system include McS-52, WIFI, temperature and humidity, relay, LCD1602, etc. The software is developed by eclipse, and the user interface is developed with technologies such as linear layout, GridView, Activity and Intent. Finally, the mobile APP can monitor the environment of vegetable cultivation in the balcony space and implement precise control according to the environmental requirements of crops.
Key Technologies Involved in System Development

Android Program Development
In addition to displaying the temperature and humidity, the mobile phone APP also sends instructions to the WIFI module, which sends instructions to the MCU through the serial port. The MCU controls the switch on and off of the lamp and relay through the program, and the relay is used in the system to simulate the operation of the water pump.
Register the Activity in android manifest. xml, the main code is as follows: <activity android:name="com.example.activity.MainActivity" android:label="@string/app_name"> <intent-filter> <action android:name="android.intent.action.MAIN" /> <category android:name="android.intent.category.LAUNCHER" /> </intent-filter> </activity> GridView is mainly used in the program development for the main form design [6] , the main code is as follows: gvInfo = (GridView) findViewById(R. 
Main Hardware Module Development
After the WIFI module receives the instruction sent by the mobile APP, the MCU calls the serial port service sub-function to determine the received character [7] , and then carries out corresponding processing. the serial port service sub-function is defined as follows:
void time () interrupt 4 { If (RI) { RI=0; Switch (SBUF) { case '@': led=0; break;//Received @ character from APP case '#': led=1; break;//Received # character from APP case '%':jdq=0;break;//Received % character from APP case '&':jdq=1;break;//Received &character from APP } } } In the program development of WIFI module, the serial port is used to send the function of serial port, and the serial port continuously sends the char array, and will stop when the termination number \0 is encountered. the serial port sending function is defined as follows.
void Uart1Sends (uchar *str) { while(*str!='\0') {SBUF=*str; while(!TI);//Wait for the completion of the transmission signal TI=1 to appear TI=0; str++; }}
Summary
In this paper, the function of the system is first analyzed, and then eclipse and Keil uVision4 are used to develop the system. In combination with McS-52, WIFI, temperature and humidity modules and other control modules, the intelligent management of the balcony farm is realized. 
